
 

 

 

 

Project management expertise in weeks instead of 

years; the results are in. 
Published on LinkedIn September 29, 2015.   Lia DiBello Ph.D.  

 

A while back (June 22, 2015) I posted an article about our new product, which allows people who are 

professional project managers to advance their game by “rehearsing” difficult project management 

challenges.   WTRI is not an educational software business, but how we landed on this product is an 

interesting story.  This article is a report on our first round of results from the trial testing done this 

summer with the support of the National Science Foundation. 

A little bit of background; skip this part if you know the story. 

WTRI is a mix of technologists, economists and cognitive scientists who develop products to help 
companies adapt more quickly when something significant changes in their industry and they need to 
adapt right away, such as yesterday.   We are known for accelerating learning which contributes to 
financially measurable success. We have all heard of the “Novice to Expert shift”; WTRI gets people to 
the Expert end of the continuum years more quickly with our methods and products. In a sense, we help 
companies “war game” their future with complex serious games.   Our success stories are abundant in 
terms of the financial impact of this war-gaming, but that’s not the topic of this post. 



For our clients we normally build very large physical models of their companies or even a portion of 
their industry; sometimes we add virtual worlds to represent remote operations or world 
events.   Whatever we build is supported by complex information technologies that replicate world 
events, economies and commercial activity of nearly limitless complexity. These models are very 
expensive and destroyed after the multi-day event.   More recently, we have been able to build very 
large, very rich models in virtual worlds.   These are sometimes added to the physical models or used 
alone; however they are also very specific to a client and are very expensive. 

A few years ago, IBM asked us to help them understand the capabilities of an “expert” project manager, 
especially in IBM’s core businesses.   We did this research and that paper remains the IP of IBM, not for 
general distribution.   However, there are capabilities that expert project managers have and predictable 
outcomes to those abilities, regardless of industry, and this was a very interesting set of findings for our 
team. 

1. They manage stakeholders well, and they know who the “real” stakeholder is. 
2. They manage projects in such a way as to provide the hoped for business benefits, even if the 

project plan, strictly executed, would not do that.   They know when to make changes and have 
the ability to sell the changes to stakeholders.   

3. When difficulties arise – even major ones – they are able to look at these events as 
opportunities for a greater results rather than as insurmountable problems or risks to be 
avoided. 

For our clients, success is measured financially; their stock goes up or down, they grow in size or 
experience increased market capitalization.   For general project management expertise, we needed a 
different rubric. We used Hubert Dreyfus’s expertise scale to classify people at different levels of 
expertise based on their exhibited performance. 

 

The Dreyfus scale is widely accepted by cognitive scientists and psychologists who study experts and 
need to classify different levels of skill based on exhibited behavior.   When applying this scale, we found 
that all the “super-stars” in our first study were clearly at level 5 on all dimensions. 

This research effort also showed that the way a person becomes an expert in complex project 
management is problematic in itself.   They have made huge and expensive mistakes and learned from 



them.   Every super-star project manager we studied has been on the business end of a major problem 
that cost their employer at the time millions or even billions and which put their own career at risk. 

We asked ourselves if there isn’t a way to develop these general capabilities without this risk, similar in 
the way we now develop specific capabilities for our clients, when they need to rehearse their future 
and develop the ability to address the major challenges ahead. 

Is it possible to accelerate learning in project management by rehearsing the future? 

In the past year, with support from the National Science Foundation – which has funded much of our 
basic research on accelerated learning and it’s economic benefit – we started developing a set of 
“rehearsals” that are strictly speaking, an educational tool where the “success” would be measured by 
participants moving up the Dreyfus scale, AND by measurable financial success in the simulated 
projects.    Unlike our other work, the projects would not be “real”, but analogous to real projects with 
the kinds of common risks that challenge their success. 

We used many of the same design principles we use for our clients who are rehearsing an actual future. 

1. The projects are located in companies that – while fictional – are fully fleshed out in terms of 
their finances, products, history and technologies. For example, see www.agribetes.com 

2. The companies are located in a world economy that – while fictional – is fully fleshed out with 
the issues facing global and multi-national companies today, such as supply chain and regulatory 
issues, sovereign risk and unstable markets. 

3. We allow the teams two attempts at the exercise.   In our experience, failure is very important 
to accelerating learning.   If it is possible to win on the first try, the rehearsal is likely not difficult 
enough to propel real learning that will stick. At the same time, although our methods have 
been used with thousands of participants over several years, no group has not had measureable 
success the second time. 

For this product, we built the whole thing in a large virtual world of our making. We realized this is 
necessary for an “education” product, which has to be accessed from anywhere and scalable. 

Our approach to virtual world or virtual reality environments is a little different as well. Rather than a 
“game” or an end in itself, we see a virtual world as a “place” where very complex things have to 
happen. Sometimes we used commercially available worlds, but there are limits to them.   In the end, 
we built our own, which can be as big as the world itself and embody the dynamic economic models of 
the world and companies, and which can be as complex as we need it to be. We realized a constraint to 
online learning is that it’s highly scripted and maybe simplified in the wrong ways.   

 

Cutting to the chase 

Our most recent test of the product used 3 groups of volunteers from an MBA course in project 
management. They managed a major project over a semester for a fictional company in our virtual 

http://www.agribetes.com/


world in lieu of doing a term paper.   None of the participants were project management majors or were 
project managers in their place of employment; the course was an elective.   None of the students had 
ever met each other in real life before or ever met any of us.   They met only as avatars in a virtual world 
at the “company” which hired them to manage the major project.   

The project was difficult, and as the semester went on, major challenges occurred that threw the teams 
into a tailspin.   Briefly, the project involved taking a small overseas agricultural operation into a phase 
of rapid scaling while undergoing a radical change in crop processing after it was discovered that seeds 
from the plant could be used to make a drug that would cure diabetes. Funded by the World Bank in 
collaboration with the World Health Organization, a small agricultural company was thrown into an 
astronomical growth curve and difficult regulatory climate.   Further, other challenges arose given the 
remote location, labor issues and shipping nightmares.   You can get the full story at 
http://wmissildine.wix.com/agribetes. 

Before the exercise began, informal assessments rated the participants as Dreyfus level One or Two in 
Project management. For us, the research goal was so see if the participants  achieved 
the next  “Dreyfus” level, which is normally achieved with two or three years of on the job 
experience.  However, the project was complex enough that Level Four and even Level Five responses to 
the challenges and the resulting outcomes were possible. In other words, the project was not 
“capped”.   

Each team attempted to manage the project successfully twice.   The first half of the semester was their 
first attempt; during the second half of the semester, they could try again to do better.  In general, the 
teams proved on their first try that they were level one or two in project management skill.   This 
resulted in the failure to meet all the goals; the project could be managed competently only by using 
Level Three Skills as a minimum.      

 The teams were measured three ways; 

1. the financial success or the business benefits delivered by the project; there were the expected 
business benefits, which were not easy to actualize given the complexity of the project, but 
which could also be exceeded if the project managers identified hidden opportunities 

2. The Seven Keys, a “project health” metric developed by PWC and IBM Global Business Services. 
Our innovation to this “scorecard” is that the project team and the stakeholders each rate the 
project on 7 key dimensions. 

3. A set of 30 challenges that elicited “judgments” that measure the team’s Dreyfus level.   

http://wmissildine.wix.com/agribetes


 

 

 



All the teams moved successfully to Level Three on all the indicators, which we hoped for and expected. 
However, some teams reached Level Four on the Dreyfus scale on many of the challenges, and we are 
still analyzing the data to see why this happened. To put this in context, Human Resource data shows 
that moving from a Level Two to a Level Four in performance would normally take from 10-15 years, 
depending on opportunities, leadership and types of experiences.  There are exceptions, such as High 
Potential Employees, but none of these participants were in programs like this or had been labelled in 
this way by their employers.   The chart below shows the results, by team,  the responses to challenges.  

 

 

 

So what happened:  why did these teams do so well? 

We are still parsing out the reasons for the unexpected extent of the lift.   Three hypotheses dominate 
our thinking. 

1. Complexity: It could be the complexity of the project itself. Higher levels of performance were 
not required, but were not “capped” and in fact were rewarded with a better score on all 
measures, especially business benefits realized by the project.   In other words, the company the 
team was working for made measurably more money and showed significant progress with their 
growth plans when the team found the opportunities to improve the project itself and deliver 
more value.   

2. Granular feedback: As the project progressed, the teams became increasingly interested in 
measuring their progress against not only the project plan, but the “live feeds “showing the 
financial impact of their project management skill on the client.   Having this line-of -sight and 
dynamic metric may have pulled them to a new level. 



3. Failure:  That said, they did not do well the first time through, and the only consequence was the 
opportunity to try again using what they had learned.   This replicated the real world experience 
of the level five experts we have studied in the past.  Therefore, it may be the opportunity for 
trial and error without the dire personal consequences of trying something new that accelerated 
the learning. 

 

 

Let us not lose sight of the most significant thing here. 

The most significant finding is that a scalable and affordable educational application of methods 
normally used to accelerate improvement in actual companies showed a capability building impact in 
the participants. In other words, an expensive solution normally used to improve or even save 
companies can have an educational benefit as well. 

  



Maybe the best result was what some of the students said about their experience. 

 

“I have a much better sense that you have understand the reason for the project and ask yourself if the 

project is achieving that for the business, even if it seems to be going well” 

 

“I have noticed I have changed at work. I am much more confident in bringing up issues with 

stakeholders and seeing risks that need to be addressed even though I’m not really running projects” 

 

“I am thinking now of sitting for the PMP exam and becoming a Project Management Professional. 

This exercise has increased my interest in that as a career” 

 

 


